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FROM THE PRINCIPAL
COVID
Confirmation that, as from tomorrow, face coverings are not required to be worn in communal areas
or classrooms. Of course, if students still wish to wear one then they can do so.
We expect all other current measures (i.e. suspension of assemblies and large gatherings) to
remain in place until at least half term, by which point the impact of the recent loosening of
restrictions will be clearer and updated guidance may have been issued at a national and local
level. Of course, I will notify you as soon as any decisions about further changes to the measures
in place at the College are taken.
I do expect the guidance to continue to allow schools, in consultation with Public Health, to
reintroduce any measures that they feel are necessary to deal with local outbreaks and therefore I
would ask that face coverings are kept available for the possibility that they might be needed again
in the future, if the situation requires it. Needless to say, we will continue to monitor the absence
data for staff and students closely.
Year 7 Parents’ Evening on Thursday 3 February
A reminder that this event will be run remotely. I am sure all parents will understand the need for
this decision given the national and Surrey situation in terms of the Omicron variant.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

DRAMA STUDENTS WATCH THEATRE ‘MAGIC’
Our A Level Drama students were delighted to return
to Yvonne Arnaud on Tuesday evening to watch
Mischief Theatre’s production of Magic Goes Wrong.
The show, co-produced by Penn & Teller, takes a
comedic approach to a charity telethon, raising
money for the Disasters in Magic Charity.
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Students were treated to an evening of magic,
mystery and disaster. The performance was in
keeping with the Mischief Theatre style, which was
highlighted by the incredible lighting and set design.
Magic Goes Wrong will be performing until the end of
January before continuing the UK tour and is a must
see if you have the opportunity to go.
As soon as we arrived, students and staff spotted one of the co-founders of Mischief Theatre, Jonathon
Sayer. After the show, Jonathon very kindly gave up some time to meet with the students for a chat and
photograph and reminisced about his time at LAMDA. He was also so pleased to hear that the work Mischief
Theatre have created is being shared to inspire the next generation of theatre performers.
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Thank you to Mrs Valu, Miss Hardicre, Miss Angell, Miss Cousins and Miss Ingram for coming along to the
theatre, and thank you to Collingwood students who, yet again, did a fantastic job of representing
Collingwood College. And finally, a huge thank you to Jonathon Sayer of Mischief Theatre for chatting to our
students and signing Mrs Valu’s programme… which of course will be on display in Barossa Studio!

Mr Green - Drama Department
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY - DON’T MISS OUT!
Thursday 3 February:

Year 7 Parents’ Evening (Virtual), 4.15pm until 7.30pm

Sunday 6 February:

Years 10 and 11 Silver DofE Expedition Training
(Sixth Form Centre)

Thursday 10 February:

Year 8 Options Evening (Virtual)
Year 7 Run for Resources

Friday 11 February:

END OF TERM

Monday 21 February:

INSET Day

Tuesday 22 February:

Start of Term for Students
Year 8 Boys HPV Immunisations, 8.30am until 1.00pm, Kingston
Theatre

Thursday 24 February:

Year 9 Parents’ Evening (Virtual), 4.15pm until 7.30pm

GIRLS VICTORIOUS IN RUGBY TOURNAMENT
On Wednesday 19 January, girls from Years 7 and 9
participated in a rugby tournament at Camberley RFC,
organised by Collingwood. The other schools that took
part in the tournament were Winston Churchill, Weydon
and Heath End.
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With three great rugby clubs around this area of Surrey,
you can see how girls’ rugby has taken off with the
standard of play so much higher than in previous
years. At the end of the tournament Collingwood
pipped Heath End to the post by scoring two more tries
over the course of the games.
Congratulations to those that took part. The next
tournament is at Chobham RFC on Wednesday 23
February for Years 7-10 U13 and U15. Thanks to
Camberley RFC for allowing us to use their flood lights.
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Team: Megan Turner, Zara Clark, Leah Lloyd, Niamh Appleton, Freya Saunders, Eve Holden and
Elissa Quartey

Miss Robinson - PE Department
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Year 9 Options Evening
My apologies to those parents/carers who were unable to access the Options video on Thursday.
This was due to a technical issue that we were unaware of until the following morning. If you
haven’t done so already, please do watch the video with your child so that you can support them
with this important process.

A plea to those parents who use their cars to transport their children to College
Please can I ask all parents who drive their children to College to be particularly careful around the
front of Barossa and Kingston buildings at the start and end of each day. This week we have had a
number of cars travelling over the speed limit and parking inconsiderately towards our local
neighbours.
I am sure we would all agree that the safety of our students is paramount and therefore I would
respectfully ask drivers to be particularly careful around our site at key drop-off and pick-up times.
My thanks in advance for your support in this matter.

Mr Tanner - Principal

RETURN TO PAGE 1

ON BEHALF OF SURREY AND BORDERS
PARTNERSHIP - OUT OF HOURS SUPPORT
FOR PARENTS/CARERS
Families have told us they would like access to out of
hours support at the time they are struggling with
behaviour / difficulties which could be related to
neurodevelopmental need, such as autism or ADHD.
An out-of-hours phone line now provides advice to parents and carers and runs from 5pm until
11pm, seven days a week, 365 days a year. More details here:
https://www.mindworks-surrey.org/our-services/neurodevelopmental-services/out-hoursadvice-line
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YELLENA JAMES
INSPIRES YEAR 9
ART STUDENTS
Year 9 GCSE Art students have been
inspired by Yellena James’ underwater
paintings to create these 3-D clay tiles.
After drying they will go into the kiln for
firing and then will be painted in similar
colours.
More photos to follow soon!

Mrs Goodall - Head of Art Department

YEAR 8 OUTSTANDING LINGUISTS
Our sincere apologies to Roslyn McCartney and Riya Mustafa in 8D, as well as Alfie Diggins-Barnes
and Riley Castle-Merriman in 8A who were omitted from last week’s article.
Congratulations for being nominated by your French teachers!

Ms Bauduin - Head of Languages Department

DEBATING NEWS ...
On Monday 24 January our senior debaters competed in the second round of a major national
debating competition (The English Speaking Union Mace).
I am pleased to let you know that against stiff competition we have secured a very convincing win
and will now progress to the regional finals.
Congratulations to Shree Singh, Ellie Bean and Daniel Sawyer.

In other news, we have four teams competing this Thursday in the Oxford Union regional rounds
and I am sure everyone wishes them well.

Mr Baird - English Department
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Slides from GCSE Product Design
NEA (LEVEL 9)
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WHY LANGUAGES ARE A GOOD GCSE CHOICE ...
As students are beginning to choose their GCSE Options, I would like to
remind us all how useful it is to have language skills and how beneficial
it is to have a language qualification. When I interviewed staff about
how they have used their language skills in their personal and working
lives, this is what they told me:
I have always loved words and therefore languages too. Mum
says I was a compulsive mimic as a child and was fascinated by
the sound of French people talking when we visited France when
I was a toddler (and a little embarrassed by me copying them).
At school I studied French and German to O Level and at 16 my choice was between languages
and sciences for A Levels. I chose sciences but loved Biology most, not least because of the
brilliant words that often have their history in ancient languages such as Latin and Greek, and
have tried to keep up an interest in languages, albeit not especially successfully.
At university I continued to do some evening classes in French to keep up and extend my vocabulary. When
I was a post-graduate student and worked in industry I worked with people from Germany, France and Spain
so was able to add a few more words and phrases that way.
When we visit non-anglophone countries on holidays, I always try to learn a few phrases to try out and if in
France I like to at least try to communicate in French. My accent must have got worse since I was a child
though as I find it rather annoying when people reply in English!
In the classroom, I try to bring an appreciation of languages to help my classes with all the words students
need to learn - did you know that chlorophyll, chloroplasts, chlorosis and chlorine are all derived from the
Greek word for green?
We can remember the difference between the afferent and efferent blood vessels at A Level by recalling that
'a' is the French for 'to'. Afferent vessels carry blood towards a structure and efferent carry the blood away.
Meiosis, the process that produces sperm and egg cells actually contains the word 'ei', which means 'egg' in
German!!!

Dr Adams - Head of Science Department

You never know where life may take you.
Canada is a dual language country, with both English and French being the two official
languages. In secondary school it was mandatory that we took French in Grade 8 and 9 like
so many of my peers I chose not to continue with languages. Little did I know where my life
would take me.
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After college I chose to come to the UK (it was a safe environment because they spoke
English). A few years later I applied for a job working on cruise ships. I was away at sea for
six months at a time over a period of 4 years. I got to see and visit so many places including
the Caribbean, North America, Central America, South America, the South Pacific, New
Zealand and Australia, and parts of Europe. I even spent six weeks in Northern Italy preparing a cruise ship
for its maiden voyage to New York. A fantastic experience but what I discovered is my perception in school
that I wouldn’t ever need a second language left me at a disadvantage when travelling. It was difficult to
communicate in some of these countries. For example, when we visited some of the villages in Brazil as we
travelled up the Amazon to Manaus. The Brazilians did not speak English and we could not speak their
language (which was Portuguese). Many of the Crew that I worked with were from Italy, Mexico and Portugal
and they all spoke their mother tongue and English and found it so much easier when we were in some of
these countries as they could understand what the local people were saying and communicate back.
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I instantly regretted my decision to not progress with languages. It has also impacted me in applying for roles
as an HR professional in international roles as you need to be fluent in both English and another language. I
now strongly encourage young people that having a second language is important as you just never know
where your life will take you as an adult.

Mrs Evans - HR Department
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR DOFE AWARDEES
Congratulations to all students who managed to complete their DofE Awards over the past year or two! This
has been a particularly challenging time to be trying to complete the DofE Award with multiple changes to
expedition plans last year that students (and parents!) had to try and keep on top of. Clubs and activities that
students would usually have attended were often not running when COVID-19 restrictions were in place;
therefore many of these students had to find quite innovative ways to continue working towards the
Volunteering, Physical and Skill sections of their DofE Awards. Some had to conduct music lessons and
dance lessons over Zoom calls whilst others had to track their fitness with a fitness tracker device to send
their evidence to an assessor who was monitoring their progress!
We are so very sorry we have been unable to hold a special Celebration of Achievement event for these
students this year due to current COVID-19 restrictions, but wanted to share the success and achievement of
each and every individual listed here and remind them all to be incredibly proud of what they have achieved.
These individuals have shown real commitment, motivation and resilience to have coped with the demands of
the Award on top of all other challenges they have also been faced with. We hope the experience of being
involved with the DofE Award has also given them some life-long memories to cherish too. All students listed
below have been awarded their DofE Certificate of Achievement and their DofE pin badge. We look forward
to welcoming many of these students onto the next level of their DofE Award journey too. A very big ‘well
done’ and ‘congratulations’ from all of us on the Collingwood College DofE Team.

Mrs Magness - DofE Co-ordinator
BRONZE Awards
Surname
Forename
Edwards
Charlotte
Currie-Rogers Constance
Miles
Leona
Pegg
Vanessa
Bundock
Jamie
Ferrone
Oliver
Akbar-Phillips
Maya
Ash
Joseph
Green
Emily
Goodchild
Cecilia
House
Elysia
Jesson
Eliza
Taylor
Harrison
James
Isabelle
Rabey
Charlotte
Jones
Lauren
Mallon
Jack
Parker
Lewis
Thomas
Emily
Wood
Alexander
Byrne
Jasmine
Camden
Liam
Hogston
Zara
Kalubalage
Venushi

Reg
10A
10A
10A
10A
10B
10B
10C
10C
10C
10D
10D
10D
10D
10F
10F
10G
10H
10H
10H
10H
10I
10I
10I
10I

BRONZE Awards
Surname
Forename
Lawrence
Toby
Reeve
Hannah
De Ruijter
Ryan
Holden
Stan
Macbeth
Alexa
Marshall
Eve
Smith
Emily
Baker
Archie
Belgrave
Aston
Pollard
Charlotte
Rahman
Sanjida
Young
Benjamin
Bean
Ellie
Bond
Cameron
Daniel
Lucas
Goodchild
Constance
Imambaccass Zaynah
Medhurst
Luke
Parry
Thomas
I'Anson
Zoë
Oakley
Jack
Walker
Oliver
Dimmock
Lucy
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Reg
10I
10I
10J
10J
10J
10J
10J
10K
10K
10K
11A
11A
11B
11B
11B
11B
11B
11B
11B
11C
11C
11C
11D
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BRONZE Awards
Surname
Forename
Gibson
Nathan
Clayton
Seren
Cull
Isabelle
McNamara
Albert
Mead
Ryan
Sistig
Hannah
Stuart
James
Gandy
Oliver
Porter
Cameron
Sawyer
Jack
Street
Elliot
Griggs
Bonnie
Willmott
Thomas
Baker
Alexander
Degiovanni
Evie
Grainge
Sophie
Hills
Matilda
Soutter
Alexa
Al-Nawab
Amir
Beagley
Scarlett
Hadlington
Matthew
Lau-Kee
Isabel
Bennett
Lauren

Reg
11D
11E
11E
11F
11F
11F
11F
11G
11G
11G
11G
11H
11H
11I
11I
11I
11I
11I
11J
11J
11J
11J
12LB

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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SILVER Awards
Surname
Goodchild
Dimmock
Grainge
Hills
Buocikova
Hawes
Murphy
Perkin
Stewart
Hedges
Angelidis
Azoula-Cowell
Chapman

Forename
Connie
Lucy
Sophie
Matilda
Martina
Ellie
Gina
Heidi
Sean
Kathleen
Vyron
Alice
Alina

SILVER Awards
Surname
Cooper
Cummings
Duckworth
Hogston
Holton
Jennings
O'Leary
Osbourne
Pande
Rankin
San Emeterio
Stanton
Voss

Forename
Joel
Nathan
Lucy
Daisy
Chloe
Kenton
Cam
Joshua
Aryan
Alfie
Neve
Luke
Catherine
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CAREERS NEWSLETTER
This newsletter is a collation of all the opportunities we have heard about from employers and universities.
Please use the links included to read more information and apply to anything you are interested in.
Links are underlined.
Remember, you can use Unifrog and Career Pilot any time to research your career options, take part in
quizzes and see which jobs might suit you.

OPPORTUNITIES
Rolls Royce have now opened their Higher and Degree
Apprenticeships. They cover Commercial, Engineering,
Materials
Laboratory,
Procurement,
Supply
Chain
Management, Digital/Technology, Manufacturing, Non
Destructive Testing and Project Management. You can read
more and apply here.
The deadline to apply for PwC's Flying Start Programmes in
either Accounting or Technology is fast approaching. This is
their degree programme of study. The deadline is 26th
January 2022.
How does some work experience at Europe’s biggest bank
sound? If you’re interested in a career in financial services,
young professionals next virtual event with HSBC is
something you’re going to want to come along to. On Monday
24th January from 5:00pm - 6:00pm, they will be hosting
HSBC’s introductory work experience session as they take us
through all their upcoming UK-wide summer work experience
opportunities and how to best ensure your application can
stand out and align to what they’re looking for. You can
register here.
Historic England is pleased to offer a virtual work experience
programme a twice per year. The three-day programme
includes live content, talks from guest speakers and the
opportunity to contribute to some of our work as we champion
historic places to help people understand, value and care for
them. All delegates will receive a certificate of completion of
their work experience at Historic England at the end of the
programme. The 2022 event will take place over three days
and runs from Wednesday 23 February to Friday 25 February.
Read more and book a place here.

If you have any questions or need support, please email
careers@collingwood.surrey.sch.uk

JOB OF THE WEEK

Dental Nurse
Dental nurses help dentists
to treat their patients and
do reception work and
other tasks in the practice.
You can earn up to £30,615
per year and expect to work
around 37-40 hours per
week. There will be 8%
more Dental Nurse jobs by
2026.
You can read more about
this here.

LABOUR MARKET
INFORMATION FACT
The World Economic
Forum predicts that AI
and automation will lead
to the creation of 97
million new jobs by 2025.
However, people working
in many existing jobs will
also find their roles
changing, as they are
increasingly expected to
develop their own
abilities with AI
technology.
Read more 2022
workplace predictions
here.
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OPPORTUNITIES
St James's Place are running an Apprenticeship Open Evening on
Tuesday 8th February from 430-6pm via Zoom. You can read
more and register here. Their apprenticeship programme will
then open for applications on 25th March 2022.
EDT Industrial Cadets are a series of support inputs for students.
Read about their offer for each year group below:
Year 9: A series of online courses unlock innovative thinking,
improve independent learning, presentation and planning skills,
boost confidence and enhance students’ CVs. The knowledge and
exposure gained will help them make more informed decisions
about their future and for their UCAS application. Apply here.
Year 11: Virtual Routes into STEM course offers an opportunity
to explore college, university and apprenticeship routes, tour a
variety of institutions virtually, work on exciting projects and
have access to live career sessions and mentor panels with STEM
employers. If you are enjoying your Tech, Design, Maths or
Science subjects and would like to know what exciting future
these subjects could lead to, then this course will help you
discovering where your interests could take you. Apply here.
Year 12: Insight into University residential courses run over 4 or
5 days where students get a taster of university life and an insight
into a specific STEM subject. In summer 2022 these will include
Maths at Lancaster University
Materials Science at University of Cambridge
Mechanical Engineering at UCL
Robotics & Autonomous Systems at University of Liverpool
Broad-based Engineering at University of Sheffield
Apply here.
The Science Technology Research Council are running an
Apprenticeship Evening on Thursday 10th Feb from 6-7pm. You
will learn about their work, facilities and apprenticeship
programmes. Book your place here.

If you have any questions or need support, please email
careers@collingwood.surrey.sch.uk

EMPLOYER
SPOTLIGHT

British Airways
"At British Airways, we take
huge pride in our past – but
we’re looking to the future as
an airline that loves
embracing the best of
modern Britain. Our
country’s creativity,
diversity, style, wit and
warmth are the same special
qualities that make us who
we are. Now, we’re looking to
build on this spirit and
passion to make tomorrow
even better."
You can read more here.

UNI SPOTLIGHT
UNI SPOTLIGHT

Edge Hill University
"We have been crowned the
Modern University of the
Year in The Times and
Sunday Times Good
University Guide 2022.
The prestigious award
highlights the University’s
continuous investment in the
student experience, its
quality of teaching,
outstanding facilities and
courses that are designed to
meet the needs of employers
in a competitive jobs market."
Search their courses here.

